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More rate hikes, less growth 

High inflation and the Ukraine crisis have dented the outlook for real economic growth. 

With pay growth not keeping up with inflation, real pay growth has been hit. Recession 

risks have risen, though recession isn’t in the central case. The fiscal outlook is set to be a 

bit more supportive than just a couple of months ago as governments provide cost-of-

living support. Monetary policy, however, is set to tighten much more than seemed likely 

just a few months ago: Policymakers themselves have become more hawkish, 

unemployment continues to fall, pay growth is strong in some economies, inflation keeps 

surprising on the upside and inflation expectations have risen. Consumer price inflation 

is expected to fall later this year, but to higher levels than previously anticipated.  

Summary 

High inflation risks derailing the economy: Externally-driven inflation pressure – via commodity 

prices (especially energy and increasingly food) alongside lingering supply chain issues has weakened 

the outlook for real consumer spending. Meanwhile, inflation expectations have been driven higher, as 

has wage growth in some places, leaving inflation-targeting central banks with little choice but to tighten 

monetary policy despite a weaker outlook for real activity growth.  

Central case still relatively benign, but risks to the downside rise again: The central case 

assumes that inflation falls, boosting real income growth and taking some of the pressure off central 

banks. However, the Ukraine crisis has pushed this further out and, in the meantime, the longer 

inflation remains at high levels, the greater the risk of inflation expectations de-anchoring and the more 

risk that central banks will need to push economies into technical recession in order contain inflation.  

Shortage issues linger: Supply chain issues – initially largely traceable back to the pandemic – 

remain a drag on output and business optimism and continue to boost inflation. By the 

January/February 2022 round of business surveys, there were signs of supply chain pressures easing, 

e.g. shorter delivery times. However, recurrent outbreaks of Covid, and the Ukraine crisis, prolong 

supply problems and supply chain issues have extended into areas like food.  

Recession risks: The speed of US rate increases currently being signalled, let alone the prospect of QT, 

puts a soft landing at risk. Recession signals from US data are limited, but the FOMC have barely started 

tightening and GDP did contract in Q1. A recession looks more of a risk this year in Europe which has 

been more exposed to the Ukraine crisis and where high inflation rates have not also been accompanied 

by high wage inflation. Much, however, will depend on the path of commodity prices from here.  

After adding to equities on weakness, our multi asset team have taken profit with sentiment 

recovering. The team are now close to neutral in stocks but remain underweight bonds and moderately 

overweight commodities, given expectations that recession won’t materialise but that there is more 

central bank tightening to come. At the sector level, the team are underweight expensive growth stocks, 

while at the regional level have a preference for the UK versus Europe and EM. See investmentclock. 

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, IMF, S&P Global, April 2022.  Forecasts (teal and dashed lines) are from 
RLAM
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US: Significant inflationary 
pressure and strong wage growth 
justify expectations of significant 
further interest rate increases. 
2022 recession not central case. 

China: Covid continues to dent 
China’s economy. Macro policy 
has eased, but policymaker 
signals have been mixed on the 
strength of stimulus. 

Eurozone: Very high inflation but 
unremarkable wage growth has 
hit the consumer outlook and 
raised recession risk. More fiscal 
support will help a bit. 

Japan: High inflation still looks 
less of a threat to the recovery 
than elsewhere; the longer-term 
outlook remains challenging. 

UK: Growth is set to slow in the 
short-term. The labour market 
remains tight, but pay growth is 
running behind inflation.  Chart 1: Global growth central case: Central case assumes inflation falls 
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Economic forecast summary 

April 2022 base case 

  

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, National Statistics offices, National central banks for past data. Forecasts (figures for 2022 onwards) are RLAM 

forecasts; Figures in parentheses are my forecasts made in January 2022. US policy rate shows upper bound of US Federal Reserve (Fed) Funds 

target range. Euro area shows refi rate

Key economic policy forecasts

• With many economies regaining pre-crisis output levels, unemployment rates low, inflation expectations higher and with inflation well above 

target – monetary policy tightens further in 2022.  

• The forecasts assume that the US Federal Reserve (Fed) get to neutral more quickly than previously assumed reflecting higher than expected pay 

growth, continued upside inflation surprises and Fed commentary indicating an increasing desire to raise rates quickly. The Bank of England and 

ECB raise rates less quickly reflecting somewhat weaker underlying inflation dynamics and a weaker growth outlook.  

• The forecasts assume that the US start quantitative tightening in H2 2022, that the Bank of England conduct active QT later this year and that the 

ECB’s asset purchases (APP) finish mid-2022.  

• Fiscal support is generally expected to become less supportive over the forecast horizon. However, sharp non-Covid related spending cuts are not 

in the central case, partly as spending to tackle longer-term challenges (e.g. climate change) steps up and partly reflecting pressure for further 

cost-of-living support in the near-term.

Global economic scenarios 2022-23 (Chart 1)

Upside scenario (20% probability): Consumption-fuelled boom; ‘Goldilocks’ outcome for inflation 

• Compared to the base case, inflation falls faster on lower commodity prices and dissipating supply chain problems. That supports household real 

incomes and spending. Consumer spending accelerates as households spend savings built up over the crisis.  

• Inflation is no higher than in the base case. Growth runs above potential, but externally driven inflation pressures are weaker. Higher productivity 

growth also helps to contain inflationary pressure. 

• Policymakers do not hike faster than in the base case as weaker inflation removes some of the pressure for rapid rate increases, but rate increases 

go a bit further over a longer period reflecting sustained underlying domestically driven inflation.  

Base case (60%): More subdued growth, slowing inflation 

• The second half of 2022, into early 2023 is expected to see somewhat subdued but positive rates of economic growth in major economies. There is 

a pick-up in fixed investment, but real consumer spending growth is soft in 2022 given high energy costs early in the year and high inflation rates 

crimping real income growth. 

• Inflation falls in H2 2022 and 2023. However, by the end of the forecast horizon it is still somewhat higher than central banks are comfortable 

with in the US and UK. 

• Fiscal policy tightens over the forecast horizon, but more cost-of living support is added at the margin. 

Downside scenario (20%): High inflation leads to central bank panic 

• Central banks hike rates much faster than in the base case as inflation remains stubbornly high and inflation expectations rise further. Consumer 

spending and business investment growth are weaker than in the base case on tighter monetary policy and slower real income growth. A number 

of major economies record a technical recession 

• Government support is similar to the base case. 

Probabilities are subjective and indicative such that we’d broadly see a 20% chance that the economy performs in line 

with/better than the upside case and a 20% probability that the economy performs in line with/worse than the downside case. 

2021 2022 2023 2024

Region
GDP 

growth

CPI end 

Q4

Policy 

Rate Q4

GDP 

growth

CPI end 

Q4

Policy 

Rate Q4

GDP 

growth

CPI end 

Q4

Policy 

Rate Q4

GDP 

growth

CPI end 

Q4

Policy 

Rate Q4

US 5.7 6.7 0.25 3.0 5.6 2.25 2.4 3.1 2.75 2.2 2.6 2.75

(5.6) (6.5) (0.25) (4.1) (2.9) (1.00) (2.7) (2.8) (1.50) - - -

China 8.8 2.4 - 4.9 2.4 - 5.1 - - 4.7 - -

(8.5) (2.4) - (4.7) (1.9) - (5.1) - - - - -

UK 7.4 4.9 0.25 3.7 7.5 1.25 1.4 1.9 1.50 1.7 2.2 1.75

(7.2) (4.8) (0.25) (3.7) (3.4) (0.75) (1.5) (2.1) (1.00) - - -

Euro area 5.3 4.6 0.0 2.5 6.2 0.50 1.8 2.1 1.00 1.8 2.1 1.25

(5.2) (4.6) (0.0) (3.5) (1.8) (0.0) (2.0) (1.6) (0.25) - - -

Japan 1.7 0.5 -0.1 2.1 1.7 -0.1 1.5 0.6 -0.1 1.1 0.4 -0.1

(1.4) (0.5) (-0.1) (2.1) (0.6) (-0.1) (1.3) (0.3) (-0.1) - - -

Global 6.1 - - 3.8 - - 3.6 - - 3.6

(5.8) - - (4.3) - - (3.7) - - - - -
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Global economy: A Different World? 
 

The global economy is in an extraordinary position. Developed economies are seeing very low unemployment rates, inflation rates 

not seen since the early 1990s and, unsurprisingly, central banks are hiking rates. Meanwhile, the world is still struggling with 

Covid, patterns of activity have still not recovered to pre-pandemic norms and another major shock has hit in the form of the 

Ukraine crisis leading to extreme volatility in some commodity prices. The downside risks for economic activity have increased since 

the start of the year and it makes sense to assume a reasonable risk of recession in a number of economies over the next 12-18 

months, though the risk has receded somewhat since energy prices fell back from their peak in early March. The fiscal policy 

response to the emerging cost-of-living pressures has been mixed and modest compared to the unleashing of fiscal policy in the 

pandemic. Flat or lower commodity prices and easing supply chain problems should help inflation to fall over the second half of the 

year, alleviating the real pay squeeze and the pressure for central banks to hike rates.  

Activity growth: Held back 

Global growth slowed over the turn of the year on the omicron wave, but looked to be rebounding before the Ukraine crisis hit (Chart 1). Supply chain 

problems and labour market shortages have been holding back activity growth and continue to be cited in business surveys (Chart 2) as both holding back 

activity and adding to cost pressure. However, there were further signs pre-Ukraine crisis that supply chain pressures were easing, boding well for 

manufacturing capacity and pipeline inflationary pressure. 

Business optimism levels have been hit by high input prices, the Ukraine crisis and associated supply chain worries (Chart 3). Parts of the world have 

struggled with further Covid outbreaks too – notably China where its zero-tolerance approach has led to recent economically disruptive lockdowns. 

However, in many economies, social distancing restrictions have been eased substantially (if not almost entirely) as countries have moved towards a ‘living 

with Covid strategy’ (Chart 4) and many companies seem to have been able to pass on higher costs to end-customers, avoiding too big a crimp on profit 

margins, both likely helping keep business confidence from falling too far.  

However, with wages not keeping pace with those higher prices, households are still experiencing something of a cost-of-living shock (Chart 5) as inflation 

remains at high levels. Inflation likely still hasn’t peaked in major economies – including the UK. Although wage growth has picked up substantially in the 

US, that is less obviously the case in the euro area, Japan and UK (though in the latter there are signs of strong wage pressure in new hire pay for 

example). Furthermore, if wage growth soars, that gives central banks even more reason to tighten monetary policy (given lags that would likely weigh on 

the economy more as we head into 2023).  

 

Chart 2: Supply chain problems showing some modest  
signs of easing pre-Ukraine 

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, S&P Global as at March 2022 

Chart 3: Business optimism hit by high input costs and 
war in Ukraine 

 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, S&P Global. Data as at March 2022 
(except Euro area, US and Japan which are for April 2022)

Chart 4: Increasingly ‘living with’ Covid 

 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, Oxford University Blavatnik School of 
Government, as of 6th April 2022 

Chart 5: Cost of living shock 

 
Source: Refinitiv DataStream, BLS, ECB, Eurostat, ONS, Japan’s Ministry 
of Health, Labour and Welfare, Japan’s Ministry of Internal Affairs & 
communication. Data to March 2022 
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What moves – are we heading for a permanently different economic backdrop? 

Pre-Covid, developed economies were beset by downside misses to inflation targets, sustained low policy interest rates and sub-par productivity growth. 

Could the rolling shocks of the last few years have helped us move out of that environment in a lasting way? We may see some more than temporary 

changes in the global economy after being hit by shocks from Covid to Brexit to the Ukraine crisis; experienced the policy response to the pandemic 

downturn; and combined with the shift in demographics as populations age in major economies  

The combination of these factors could mean 1) labour markets are quicker to tighten during upturns; 2) shorter, more inventory driven business cycles; 3) 

inflation is much less likely to return to below target levels.  

1) On the former, working age population growth was already slowing in many major economies going into the pandemic (Chart 6). Then during 

the pandemic the labour participation of older age groups fell and has yet to recover in some of those economies (Chart 20). Immigration has 

not yet recovered from Covid in others (e.g. Australia). In the UK this is also happening at the same time as a tightening in the immigration 

regime following Brexit. 

2) Firms may move away from a relatively just-in-time approach to something more resilient in response to the type of supply chain disruption 

recently experienced. Part of that may involve running with higher inventories of inputs (Chart 7) and sourcing more domestically. That could 

lead to bigger overaccumulations of stock when growth slows, for example, which could have the potential to make cycles shorter, downturns 

more severe as well as making inventory accumulations and decumulations drivers of cycles in the first place and with feedback to the domestic 

economy potentially stronger if supply chains are de-globalised.  

3) The enormous policy responses to the pandemic may have altered household and firm expectations of what to expect from governments and 

central banks in crisis. That could arguably justify permanently higher inflation expectations. 1) and 2) may mean that economies experience 

periods of high inflation more often, feeding those altered expectations. Population ageing may arguably prove inflationary too (see for example 

the arguments made by Goodhart and Pradhan).  

Central case: Inflation falls, pressure eases 

The forecasts on page 2 envisage weaker growth rates than previously, reflecting higher than previously forecast interest rates, higher inflation, high 

commodity prices and the likely hit to real incomes and consumer spending, as well as China’s covid situation. The forecast does not build in a recession in 

any of the major economies forecast, however, the probability of two successive quarters of negative growth (my definition of recession for these purposes) 

has risen significantly since the start of the year, especially in Europe. In the forecasts, economies eke out reasonable growth rates because I assume that 

inflation falls significantly over H2 2022 into 2023, easing pressure on real incomes and central banks. The forecasts do not assume that another more 

dangerous covid variant emerges, neither do they assume a further escalation of the situation on the EU’s borders. As uncertainty around the outlook eases 

– both for growth and policy – the forecasts assume a bounce in business investment. Incentives for more investment remain strong (see below).  

Supply chain issues – lingering, but not assumed permanent 

Covid recurrence and Ukraine crisis prolong supply chain concerns: Supply chain issues – initially largely traceable back to the pandemic - 

remain a drag on output and business optimism and continue to boost inflation. By the January/February round of business surveys, there were signs of 

supply chain pressures easing with shorter delivery times for example (Chart 2). However, recurrent outbreaks of Covid and the Ukraine crisis look set to 

prolong supply problems. Strongly affected areas of the global economy have included transport/logistics and the autos sector, but the impact from input 

shortages, shipment delays and a related rise in costs has been felt broadly. With China still pursuing a low tolerance approach to Covid, outbreaks there 

continue to be disruptive for supply chains. With the Ukraine crisis, fears have grown around the supply of some agricultural products, from wheat to 

sunflower oil as well some inputs into the semiconductor process. The forecasts on page 2 don’t assume that these problems are permanent as firms build 

inventories or adjust their supply chains, and/or as demand for goods softens. But the forecasts do assume problems linger throughout 2022.  

Fiscal policy: Less tightening? End of the ‘peace dividend’ 

The forecasts on page 2 assume that the fiscal stance becomes less supportive and that some countries – namely the UK - face an outright 

fiscal tightening with planned tax hikes rather than just the end of Covid-era pandemic support programmes. On IMF estimates from April 2022, the 

change in structural primary fiscal balance (a proxy for the change in fiscal stance) still implies a tightening in fiscal stance in advanced economies (Chart 

8) of around 1.5% GDP in 2023. But a ‘plunge into austerity’ is not expected, not least given the need for more spending on long-running challenges like 

climate change and population ageing. There is pressure for ‘cost of living’ support for households.  

Chart 6: Working age population growth weakened over 
the last couple of decades 

 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, OECD as at Q4 2021 (Q1 2022 for US)

Chart 7: Firms have been building inventories of inputs 

 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, S&P Global as at March 2022 

 

https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/businessreview/2020/09/18/the-great-demographic-reversal-and-what-it-means-for-the-economy/
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Chart 8: Fiscal stance still set to tighten  

 

Source: IMF (April 2022).

Chart 9: Labour market shortages not just a US problem 

 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, NFIB, European Commission, BoE, BoJ as 
of 15/03/2022 

End of the peace dividend? War on the EU’s borders may lead to increased defence expenditure among NATO allies. A large surge in defence spending 

that diverts from other important domestic priorities necessary for sustainable growth from education to climate change reduction could be detrimental to 

medium term economic growth, however. 

Consumers and corporates: Outlook hit by high inflation, uncertainty, less fiscal support and higher rates 

Less than twelve months ago, the chances of a consumer-driven boom looked reasonable. Not only did consumer spending have further to 

grow just to catch up with pre-pandemic levels, but there was expected to be pent up demand for services spending and households in aggregate were still 

running with abnormally high savings rates and stocks of savings that could be utilised.  

Challenges to the consumer spending outlook have mounted: Higher energy prices, higher food prices, alongside generally high levels of 

consumer price inflation pose challenges for real consumer spending. Despite tight labour markets (Chart 9), real wage growth still looks soft (Chart 5). 

Some of the wage series – especially in the US – point to relatively strong nominal wage growth although wage growth looks more pedestrian in the Euro 

area. Even in the US, however, wage growth is not keeping up with inflation. Fiscal policy still looks set to become less supportive in many economies over 

the next year or so, although several economies have added ‘cost of living support’ which will partly offset some of the increased costs faced by households. 

Meanwhile higher interest rates mean mortgage rates are higher and big wealth effects from housing markets look less likely. 

Fuel in the tank, but consumers have already used some of it: Some of the ‘room for manoeuvre’ households had a couple of quarters ago has 

been eroded. There isn’t much evidence that household ‘excess’ cash deposits have eroded much (Chart 10), but household savings rates have fallen in the 

US, Euro area, Japan and the UK (Chart 11) consistent with households already saving less (or borrowing more) to cope with the higher cost of living. Data 

from earlier in the pandemic also suggested that the distribution excess savings was not even. Those household currently facing the tightest financial 

crunch may not be the same as those – likely wealthier households – that built up the most excess savings over the pandemic. War on Europe’s borders 

may also make European households more risk averse, increasing their reluctance to run down savings stocks.  

Business investment: Room for improvement: The forecasts on page 2 assume weaker 2022 business investment growth than they did at the start 

of the year, but medium-term fundamentals are still supportive and non-residential/business investment looks weak against pre-pandemic levels (Chart 

12). Aggregate cash/deposit levels remain elevated (Chart 13), though likely uneven. There also remain significant incentives to invest more, including low 

carbon transition and a likely desire to be less labour-reliant post-pandemic as well as to simplify supply chains (post-Trump, pandemic and Ukraine). 

Challenges to the investment outlook have risen. Survey-based investment indicators weakened post-Ukraine (Chart 14). Interest rates have risen. 

Margins will have been squeezed by high input costs and not all companies will be able to pass those costs on; there has been a noticeable further slide in 

the US small business NFIB survey for example with 31% in March saying high inflation was their biggest operating challenge, the highest since the mid-

1980s. With supply chain strains, some firms may decide to run with higher inventory inventories, diverting resources; the global PMI indicator for stocks 

of purchases hasn’t been this far above 50 (indicating increasing stocks of inputs) for this long since the series started in 1998 (Chart 7).  

Chart 10: Household deposit levels still elevated  

 
Source: ECB, BoJ, Federal Reserve, BoE, Refinitive Datastream. Data as 
of 12/2021 

Chart 11: Household saving ratios above pre-crisis levels  

 
Source: BEA, Eurostat, ONS, OECD, Refinitiv Datastream, S&P Global as 
at Q4 2021, February 2022 for US. Forecasts included for Japan 
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Chart 12: Non-residential investment lagging behind in  
the recovery (ex-US) 

 
Source: Refinitiv DataStream, BEA, ONS, Eurostat, Cabinet Office. Data 
for Q4 2021 (Q3 Euro area; Q1 2022 for US). 

Chart 13: Corporate cash/deposits still elevated 

 
Source: Federal Reserve, ECB, ONS, BoJ as end -2021

Chart 14: Survey indicators for business investment look 
weaker 

 
Source: Refinitiv DataStream, Bank of England, S&P Global, European 
Commission. Data as at March 2022 except BoE (February 2022). 

Chart 15: Inflation moves higher and higher 

 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, OECD as at February 2022 

Inflation: Peaking soon? The bigger question is where does inflation fall to? 

With inflation as high as it is across multiple economies (Chart 15) it is tempting to extrapolate and predict high inflation from here on in. The longer 

inflation stays at high levels, the more likely that inflation expectations rise (as they already have), prove sticky, that higher costs get passed onto 

customers, firms are willing to raise wages and the more employees are likely to demand pay increase (and accept higher prices). The CPI forecasts on 

page 2 have been raised since January and again since the last interim inflation forecast update in March, but still assume that inflation fades (Chart 16).  

Commodity price pressures will ease at some point: Inflation is still being driven to high levels by higher input prices, including the cost of energy 

and other commodities. Stronger input price inflation was given another boost by the Ukraine crisis and increased wage pressures have added to input 

cost increases. Higher input costs are still being passed on to end consumers relatively rapidly (Chart 17). However, commodity prices are very unlikely to 

continue rising at the rates they have in recent months indefinitely. As of March 2022, energy accounted for over 4 percentage points of year-on-year euro 

area inflation, for example. Even if energy prices just plateau at recent levels (rather than fall back), inflation driven by that component would drop to zero. 

Chart 16: Inflation forecast 

 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, BLS, Eurostat, ONS, Japan Ministry of 
Internal Affairs and Communications. Forecasts are RLAM, consistent 
with forecasts on page 2.

Chart 17: Higher input costs being passed on 

 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, S&P Global, BEA, Eurostat, ONS, Ministry 
of Internal Affairs and Communications, Japan as of March 2022.
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Chart 18: Inflation expectations still (mostly) trending up 

 

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, YouGov/Citi, University of Michigan, FRB 
Philadelphia/New York, ECB as at March 2022. 

Chart 19: Drop in labour market participation of older age 
adding to labour market tightness and could be lasting 

 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, BLS, ONS, Ministry of Internal Affairs and 
Communications (Japan) and Eurostat as at 15/03/2022.

Chart 20: Very low unemployment rates 

 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, BLS, Cansim, ONS, Eurostat, Ministry of 
Internal Affairs and Communications, Japan as at March 2022. 

Chart 21: US sees tight labour markets and high  
wage growth  

 

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, S&P Global, BEA, Eurostat, ONS, Ministry 
of Internal Affairs and Communications, Japan as of March 2022 

Supply chain problems are not assumed permanent (see earlier section). However, they have seen the prices of some items increase sharply since 

the start of the pandemic, e.g. used car prices in the US and UK (1.7pp of headline year-on-year US CPI inflation in February 2022). Supply chain 

problems have also been associated with shipping delays and higher shipping costs (as strong demand for goods met covid-related capacity reductions). A 

recent IMF working paper found that a one-standard deviation increase in global shipping costs typically raises domestic headline inflation by 0.15pp over 

12 months, peaking after twelve months, but reverting six months later. The accompanying IMF blog piece flagged that the rise in shipping costs seen in 

2021 could increase inflation by about 1.5pp in 2022. A substantial easing, let alone reversal in these supply chain pressures (and there were tentative 

signs of easing pre-Ukraine) could therefore have a substantial downward effect on inflation in 2023. 

Inflation expectations – Practice versus policy: Inflation expectations have risen significantly across multiple economies (Chart 18), including on 

medium-term to longer-term measures. That raises the risk that what were set to be temporary shocks to inflation, become more embedded. As 

households and firms witness high inflation in more areas of their life, inflation expectations may rise further and prove difficult to reduce. Although the 

relationship between business survey input price measures in manufacturing and end-consumer goods prices doesn’t appear too unusual in the UK and 

US, in the euro area the data look consistent with businesses having a higher than usual willingness/ability to pass cost increases on (Chart 17) and could 

imply a substantial shift in euro area inflation dynamics. 

Higher inflation expectations and accompanying willingness to accept and pass on cost increases might be welcomed by central banks in still low inflation 

economies like Japan. However, as inflation expectations have risen, most major central banks have signalled more monetary policy tightening and/or 

much sooner than was the case just six months ago. Strong central bank action makes it less likely, however, that inflation expectations remain elevated.  

However, underlying inflationary pressures should be growing. Underlying inflation can be expected to build as slack in the economy recedes 

on a more sustainable basis. Overall GDP is above pre-pandemic levels in the US, euro area and UK. Business surveys continue to indicate that labour 

markets are tight (Chart 9), exacerbated by lower levels of net immigration in some countries and by the lower participation rate of older age groups 

(Chart 19). Unemployment rates are at low levels in multiple developed economies (record lows in the case of the euro area), see Chart 20. Resultant wage 

inflation, particularly notable now in the US (Chart 21), is a potentially more sustainable source of upward inflation pressure for central banks to worry 

about when not accompanied by offsetting productivity increases (which would keep the labour costs per unit of output contained).  

The ongoing low carbon transition is another likely-to-linger upside pressure for inflation. With policymakers and companies stepping up 

to address the challenges of climate change now, transitional economic consequences are being brought forward, including the costs involved with that 

transition. Those could include, for example, consultancy costs associated with analysing and planning, the cost of renting higher quality buildings that 

emit less carbon, investing in electric vehicle fleets, as well as periodic increases in electricity prices that may occur when transitioning to less reliable 

sources of electricity generation such as wind/solar and hydro (where the weather plays a role in supply and where weather patterns themselves have 

become more extreme).  

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WP/Issues/2022/03/25/Shipping-Costs-and-Inflation-515144
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Central bank policy outlook: Higher terminal rates, sooner 

The monetary policy outlook has changed dramatically in the last six months as inflation has risen dramatically. The overwhelming need for 

monetary policy stimulus in the immediate aftermath of the pandemic has reversed as Covid moved from a deflationary to inflationary threat (via 

constrained supply); with GDP levels largely at or above where they were pre-pandemic; with labour markets looking tight (Chart 9); and with inflation 

expectations higher (Chart 18). Over the last six months, interest rates have risen across central banks (Chart 22) with laggards like the euro area, 

Australia and Sweden signalling an earlier start to interest rate increases than they were previously.  

Uneasy rate hikes and the potential for divergence: For some economies though, these rate increases have seemed less comfortable than for others 

with the growth outlook now deteriorating alongside what looks like runaway inflation. That is arguably most clearly the case for the Bank of England, 

whose 25bp rate increase in March was accompanied by dovish messaging. That is partly explained factors including greater exposure to the Ukraine 

crisis, especially via the impact on European natural gas prices where household utility bills are rising dramatically (see: Two rate hikes, but two different 

messages, 21st March 2022). 

Equilibrium rates still not very high: The forecasts on page 2 assume a 5-10 year ahead nominal equilibrium interest rate of (only) around 2% in the 

US, 2% in the UK and 1.75% in the Euro area. Relatively low equilibrium rates continue to reflect a range of factors including demographics, debt levels, 

and risk aversion (see previous editions of the Investment Clock Economic Outlook, including “Challenges Build”, January 2022). However, the terminal 

rate (i.e. the highest policy interest rate in a tightening cycle) can of course move ahead of equilibrium/neutral and looks most likely to do so in the US.  

Upside risks to terminal rates: It is easiest to expect the nominal terminal rate to be above nominal equilibrium rate in economies where inflation 

looks most at risk of overshooting in the medium-term. Pre-financial crisis nominal policy interest rates were around 5.0% in the US, 4.0% in the euro 

area and close to 6.0% in the UK (currently all below 1%). Economists generally do not anticipate a return to anything like these level of nominal interest 

rates, reflecting an assessment that equilibrium rates are lower now. However, inflation is higher than it was pre-financial crisis and the unemployment 

rate lower across a range of economies.  

QT means fewer rate hikes needed: As central banks switch from quantitative easing (QE) to quantitative tightening (QT), central bank balance sheet 

reduction can also play a role in tightening financial conditions and therefore offset the need for some rate increases in some economies. However, factors 

likely to be important in the effectiveness of QT will include the pace of QT and the communication around it. Some consequences may well be 

unintended. Central bankers generally aren’t aiming to disrupt the market with QT (even though for QE, easing market disfunction was at times a key 

policy aim). However, although we now have a significant amount of data and experience with central banks engaging in asset purchases (QE), the global 

economy doesn’t have anywhere near as much experience with large scale quantitative tightening.  

No clear answer as to whether rate rises will be more or less effective this time. Monetary policy tightening is likely to have a different degree 

of effectiveness than in previous rate rise cycles because the degree of indebtedness has changed, as has sensitivity to different bits of the yield curve in 

some economies. The direction and degree of interest rate sensitivity will have fallen in some economies but risen in others. Household debt to income 

ratios are much lower than where they were pre-GFC in the US and below the 20 year average for example, but are higher on both counts in Sweden, 

Canada and Australia. In the UK, the majority of mortgages are now fixed rate, delaying the pass-through of rate changes compared to earlier periods.  

Are central banks still making a policy error? Risk of a return to the 1970s? Orphanides and Williams analyse three critical factors that 

contributed to the de-anchoring of inflation expectations and high sustained inflation rates of the 1970s. First, “policymakers placed a high priority of 

stabilising real economic activity relative to price stability”. Second, “they severely overestimated the productive capacity of the economy”, especially 

underestimating the level of the unemployment rate consistent with full employment (i.e. effectively underestimating the tightness of the labour market). 

Third, “they were overly confident of their understanding of the precise linkage between measures of utilisation gaps and inflation”. They describe a US 

economy buffeted by large shocks and flawed measures of economic slack.  

It is possible that policymakers are making some of these same mistakes and that the underlying fundamentals of the economy are not being well 

understood at present given the size and sequence of shocks that have hit the global economy in the past two years. It is harder to accuse the current Fed of 

being too guilty of these flaws since becoming substantially more hawkish recently, but it could be argued that they have left that turnaround late. The 

Bank of England, having turned more dovish, and the ECB, yet to start raising rates, arguably stand out more at present.  

Following simple policy rules is arguably not a bad idea when the structure of the underlying economy is in flux and underlying slack hard to pin down. 

Following a simple policy rule where rates are increased as unemployment falls and expected inflation moves ahead of target would imply policy rates 

need to be higher across many developed economies. Orphanides and Williams claim that simple rules would have worked well in the 1970s.  

Chart 22: Interest rates are already higher than two years  
ago in many economies 

 
Source: Bloomberg as at 13/04/2022. 

 

Chart 23: Expecting rate rises…  

 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, national central banks. All forecasts (i.e. 
data for 2022 onwards) are RLAM forecasts from April 2022 consistent 
with forecasts on page 2. *US rate is upper end of the Fed funds target 
range. **Euro area forecast is for the refi rate. 
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United States: Remaining resilient, but consumer to slow  
 

Business surveys remain consistent with robust US growth rates, despite Q1’s GDP contraction. Consumer spending has been 

surprisingly resilient in the face of reduced fiscal support. Strong cash balances should support growth. Significant inflationary 

pressure and strong wage growth are consistent with the further interest rate increases. Mortgage rates have already risen sharply 

and, alongside further rate increases and current cost-of-living pressures, are likely to cool growth somewhat. Much will depend on 

how supply responds, including how far the labour participation rate rises. 

Near-term: Growth still robust 

Business surveys still look consistent with robust activity growth rates (Chart 24) into Q2. However weak consumer confidence and a drop in general 

business optimism (Chart 25) leave the near-term real growth outlook looking shakier in the face of substantial price pressures.  

Less at risk from Ukraine 

Geographical distance from the Ukraine leaves the US less exposed than Europe to economic repercussions. Especially important is the different structure 

of energy markets, less reliant on net oil and gas imports. The US also has less exposure to, and seen less dramatic movement in, natural gas prices.  

Consumer: Expected to slow somewhat 

The forecasts on page 2 build in a slower growth rate for consumer spending than previously. The forecasts build in more rate hikes from the FOMC than 

previously, but also higher pay growth as the unemployment rate continues to fall helping to partly offset higher inflation. On the assumption that CPI 

inflation will ultimately fall faster than pay growth later this year and into 2023, pressures on the consumer should ease. If the participation rate rises (e.g. 

as more workers are pulled back into the labour market by higher costs of living and less fear of Covid), that should help maintain a reasonable rate of 

employment growth too; real household income growth (includes employment growth and non-wage forms of labour compensation) has held up better 

than real pay growth (Chart 26). However, the savings rate is already normalised (Chart 26), leaving households with less ‘room for manoeuvre’ as 

households already appear to have been saving less/borrowing more to support spending.  

Investment: Not so bright 

Surveys positive, but…: US investment intentions indicators are still consistent with robust growth in business investment spending (Chart 27). 

However, lower business optimism and significant uncertainty around the global economic outlook alongside higher interest rates mean that the outlook 

for business and residential investment is less bright than a few months ago. Although US corporate cash levels are relatively high, these likely also 

relatively concentrated. The mid-terms bring political uncertainty too and the prospect that the regulatory environment becomes less stable (see over).  

Chart 24: Business surveys indicate robust growth 

 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, BEA as at Q4 2021, S&P Global (April 
2022), ISM (March 2022) 

Chart 25: Not so confident  

 
 

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, University of Michigan, S&P Global, 
NFIB, as at April 2022 (except NFIB which is for March 2022) 

Chart 26: Jobs hard to get vs plentiful gauge at low levels 

 

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, BEA, as at 15/02/2022. 

Chart 27: Capex survey indicators still elevated 

 

Source: Refinitiv DataStream, Census Bureau (as at February 2022), BEA 
(Q4 2021), survey sources as listed (March 2022) 
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Fiscal policy drag 

The US fiscal stance turns less supportive. Although the US data in Chart 10 suggests that much of the excess savings built up during the pandemic 

– including as a result of fiscal policy – have not yet been spent, the US fiscal stance has nevertheless become much less supportive of ongoing spending. 

High inflation makes the case for significant fiscal spending boosts more difficult to sell and Biden’s Build Back Better effectively died. Democrats could 

still, however, add cost-of-living assistance via a reconciliation bill. 

Mid-terms: (More) deadlock, less certainty? 

Mid-terms tend not to favour the party in power and Biden’s net approval rating remains negative. The Senate is already a 50-50 Democrat-Republican 

split and Democrats might lose their majority in the House of Representatives. After the October 2022 mid-terms, even greater political deadlock looks a 

relatively likely outcome making legislation even more difficult to pass. That, in turn, could see Biden turn more to executive orders and regulatory change 

as arenas of policy action ahead of the 2024 presidential election, potentially adding uncertainty around the operating environment for businesses.  

Monetary policy: More and more tightening 

The forecasts on page 2 assume interest rate hikes equivalent to eight 25bps rate rises in 2022. The FOMC has moved rapidly from 

signalling the equivalent of four 25bp rate rises by 2023 (as of September 2021) to the equivalent of seven 25bp rate rises in 2022 alone on the March 

2022 median FOMC projection. Recent FOMC commentary suggests growing comfort with even faster rate increases, with a 50bp rate rise likely in May 

2022. A move to QT in H2 2022 may ease the need for some rate increases and once headline inflation falls that should ease pressure for 2023 rate 

increases. However, with inflation expectations as high as they are and wage growth so strong, the pressure is on to front load rate increases. 

Soft landing – really? FOMC forecasts imply an expected soft landing, even while the Federal Reserve has a less than stellar record at achieving them. 

Risks are high that the FOMC makes a policy error or, rather, are forced into a tightening path to contain inflation that precipitates a downturn given: the 

scale of likely rate increases combined with QT; challenges to global growth; and a rapidly increasing cost-of-living. The yield curve has already inverted 

(Chart 28), albeit briefly, a ~18 month ahead recession signal, though only 2s-10s rather than the more powerful recession signal of the short rate-10s 

difference. Only a few other economic indicators are sending recession-like warning signals (e.g. University of Michigan consumer sentiment), but then 

the Federal Reserve have barely even started tightening monetary policy and GDP did contract in Q1 (albeit driven by net exports and inventories rather 

than weak underlying domestic demand). 

Inflation: More and more inflation (for now) 

US inflation is at extraordinary levels: Headline CPI at 8.5% year-on-year in March is the highest since the early 1980s. 

Base effects mean US inflation is likely to fall significantly later 

this year, but with risks on both sides of the inflation projection, 

including on the downside if supply chain problems unravel, leading to 

falls in the prices of some inputs that are then passed on to customers 

(especially used cars in the US); energy prices alone make up more than 

2pp of headline inflation at present. However, given the broadening out of 

US inflation pressures and high wage growth without an obvious leap in 

labour productivity (Chart 29), as well as global pressures around food 

price inflation, risks still look more on the upside of the page 2 forecast.  

The labour market remains a source of upside risk: Some US 

wage growth measures now show very strong growth against a continued 

tight labour market backdrop (Chart 30) that threatens to persist for 

longer: Despite much lower Covid numbers and reduced fiscal support, 

there has been no apparent flood of workers back into the labour market. 

The overall labour participation rate remains stubbornly well below pre-

pandemic norms. The forecasts on page 2 effectively assume that 

increased labour participation alleviates labour market tightness without 

the need for a significant downturn in overall labour demand (let alone a 

full recession). That assumption could prove too optimistic.  

Chart 28: Partial yield curve inversion – a recession  
signal (albeit not yet a powerful one) 

 

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, as at 22nd April 2022

Chart 29: Strong wage growth, with little productivity 
offset  

 

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, BEA, BLS as of Q4 2021 
 

Chart 30: Tight labour market, very strong wage growth 
and at least a short-term shift in the Philips Curve  

 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, BLS as at March 2022
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China: Held back by Covid 
 

Covid continues to dent China’s economy. China’s zero tolerance approach brings the risk of repeat waves of social distancing 

measures as Covid continues to circulate globally. Macro policy has become more accommodative, but policymakers have sent mixed 

signals on the strength of fiscal and monetary stimulus. 

Growth dips 

Q4 2021 GDP growth was a more than respectable 1.6%QoQ after a bounce from summer Covid-related restrictions. However, Q1 2022 has seen quarter-

on-quarter growth drop to 1.3%Q as a further wave of restrictions helped dent activity growth. The Shanghai lockdown has likely meant a poor start to Q2 

and analysts have been downgrading their forecasts for GDP growth in China. Recent business surveys indicate lacklustre (if any) activity growth with a 

relatively sharp drop off in services activity in March (Chart 31). As elsewhere, the war in Ukraine may have dented business optimism, alongside Covid. 

The recent Covid outbreak has led to disruption to business operations and seems likely to have worsened supply chain issues in China and beyond. As 

before, overseas demand is likely to swing further away from goods towards services as spending pattern elsewhere move back towards pre-pandemic 

norms. That is unlikely to benefit China as much as the initial stages of global recovery from the recovery appeared to.  

Policy: Stimulus signals 

China’s policymakers continue to signal accommodative policy. Lending conditions, boosting consumption/infrastructure investment look set to be the 

focus with tools again including local government special bond issuance and likely to include further cuts to the PBoC’s reserve requirement ratio (RRR), 

see Chart 32. Interest rates may also be cut, although less has happened on that front than expected and any rate cuts seem likely to be modest given a 

focus on financial stability. Policymakers have set a target growth rate of “around 5.5%” for this year. However, given recent experience with Covid, 

including the Shanghai lockdowns, this looks difficult to achieve. This year is politically important as it is a National Party Congress year where President 

Xi Jinping is expected to secure a third term in power. Economic stability will facilitate that transition; although growth may undershoot expectations, 

economic policy tightening is unlikely to be a reason for that. 

Even less impressive growth now forecast for 2022-23 

Given China’s recent experience with Covid and a far from ‘no holds barred’ approach to policy loosening, the forecasts on page 2 assume slower GDP 

growth than they did previously with full year GDP growth likely to slip below 5% in 2022 after strong gains in 2021. The forecasts still assume that growth 

does not recover back to pre-pandemic norms (~6-7%) beyond that either.  

That continues to reflect a number of assumptions, including a further global swing towards services and away from goods demand as the Covid threat 

retreats, i.e. a challenging environment for China’s manufacturers. Consumer spending seems likely to face repeated setbacks assuming that China retains 

its zero-Covid tolerance strategy too: Covid is likely to continue circulating and mutating, especially since other countries have decided to ‘live with’ the 

virus. That implies it is likely to keep making its way back to China and that parts of the Chinese economy may therefore grow more slowly on average than 

would otherwise be the case. The forecast also continues to reflect an assumption that China’s authorities will focus on growth stabilisation, rather than 

attempting to boost GDP at all costs.  

Long-term challenges facing China including an overhang of high corporate debt levels and population ageing. Working age population growth has been 

negative for several years. There are few measures that China can take to successfully address demographic issues in the short term. 

External and domestic risks to the outlook 

Alongside further waves of Covid and Chinese policymakers’ responses to those outbreaks, other risks to the outlook include that China’s policymakers fail 

to come through with expected policy easing measures to the extent expected. Supply chain issues – domestic and external – may also prove more 

disruptive. Other external economic risks include weaker than expected global growth as other economies’ domestic demand is damaged by high inflation. 

The Ukraine crisis has emerged as a new potential source of political tension depending on the evolution of China-Russia relations and how the US and 

Europe respond to that. Trade relations remain tense between the US and China too. In a recent speech, USTR Katherine Tai commented that it was time 

to “turn the page on the old playbook with China, which focused on changing its behaviour. Instead, our strategy must …include vigorously defending our 

values and economic interests from the negative impacts of the PRC’s unfair economic policies and practices.” Taiwan remains a potential flashpoint too.  

Charts 31: Surveys and hard data: Q1 disappoints 

 
 

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, NBS, S&P Global as at March 2022.

Charts 32: RRR cuts continue  

 

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, PBoC, as at 30th April 2022. 
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Euro area: High inflation challenges growth 
 

The euro area is experiencing extremely high inflation rates by euro area standards and wage growth is nowhere close to keeping up. 

Pay growth seems likely to pick up given how tight labour markets look, but so far wage growth has been relatively unremarkable. 

The scope for strong growth would anyway be limited by the level of output already being above pre-pandemic levels. With the 

Ukraine crisis pushing input costs even higher and denting confidence, recession risk has risen, however. The forecasts assume 

weaker growth in 2022 than at the start of the year with both business investment and real consumer spending growth likely to 

disappoint previous expectations. The fiscal stance looks set to be more supportive than previously assumed, but insufficient to 

prevent a forecast downgrade.  

Growth challenges build (again) 

Q4 2021 GDP growth was only 0.3%Q (non-annualised) and Q1 2022 looks likely to record a similarly unimpressive growth rate. Easing Covid restrictions 

and high levels of vaccinations helped output return to pre-pandemic levels last year but can’t keep boosting growth. Supply chain issues, Covid outbreaks, 

high inflation and the Ukraine crisis, will all have played a role. The real consumer spending outlook has been hit by high inflation. Supply chain problems 

showed signs of easing before the Ukraine crisis, but companies are now more pessimistic. The ECB’s Ukraine-linked adverse scenario, sketched out a 

1.2pp hit to 2022 GDP growth compared to baseline (with a ‘severe’ version at 1.4pp and 2023 0.5pp lower too). However, although business surveys have 

weakened (Chart 33), they don’t yet suggest a downturn (beyond investor sentiment surveys like the ZEW).  

Very high inflation 

Euro area inflation is at very high levels. The bulk of euro area inflation looks to be generated by external rather than domestic forces with energy inflation 

at 44.7% year-on-year in March (Chart 34). However, inflation expectations have risen significantly (Chart 35) and pay growth is likely to rise and support 

inflation on a more sustained basis given how low unemployment rates are. Firms also seem to have become more willing to pass on higher import prices 

than in the past, suggesting a possibly more lasting shift in inflation dynamics (Chart 19) too. The forecasts assume that inflation falls in the second half of 

2022, but the decline is later that previously assumed and with core inflation higher than previously assumed. 

Consumer spending growth to slow 

The consumer spending outlook has taken a turn for the worse because of the sharp upturn in inflation. The level of real consumer spending was already 

close to recovering pre-pandemic levels at the end of 2021, indicating limited potential for strong further ‘catch-up’ growth. Prospects for 2022 have now 

worsened given very high inflation rates and the subsequent hit to real wage growth (Chart 5) and incomes (Chart 36). The Ukraine crisis has worsened the 

situation by increasing levels of uncertainty, increasing input costs and likely partly driving the sharp slide in consumer confidence (Chart 36). Savings 

rates have also fallen (Chart 11) indicating less potential for European consumers to shield spending volumes from higher prices by borrowing more or 

saving less. Cost of living support has stepped up with policymakers increasing financial support for households in light of the rise in energy bills and other 

costs (see next page). However, that looks insufficient to prevent consumer spending disappointing relative to previous expectations.  

Chart 33: Surveys mostly still consistent with relatively  
robust growth  

 

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, S&P Global, ZEW, European Commission, 
Eurostat as at 15/04/2022 (GDP for Q4 2021). 

Chart 34: High inflation  

 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, Eurostat as of March 2022 

Chart 35: Inflation expectations higher  

 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, European Commission, ECB as at March 
2022 

Chart 36: Consumer spending, confidence, real wages…. 

 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, Eurostat as at Q4 2021, European 
Commission (consumer confidence) as at March 20221. 

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/economic-bulletin/html/eb202202.en.html#toc15
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Chart 37: Capex indicators weaken 

 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, Eurostat, European Commission, IHS 
Markit, as of Q4 2021 (GFCF) and March 2022 (surveys) 

Chart 38: Signs of a margin squeeze have worsened 

 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, IHS Markit, as of April 2022  
 

Damaged case for a pick-up in investment 

Many of the fundamental supports for a pick-up in investment remain. Corporate cash levels rose sharply over the crisis and could, in theory fund strong 

business investment spending growth whose recovery has lagged so far (Chart 12). Business loan growth remains positive and incentives to invest 

including reshoring, the green transition and lowering reliance on labour should have strengthened as: 1) supply chain problems have persisted, 2) 

governments have committed to ambitious climate change objectives and 3) labour shortages have worsened (Chart 9).  

However, investment indicators no longer look so consistent with strong investment growth (Chart 37). Business optimism took a turn for the worse in 

March reflecting high input costs and the Ukraine crisis. PMI indicators over recent months have also been consistent with a worsening margin squeeze 

for some companies (Chart 38). That would damage some firms’ capacity to fund investment internally.  

Economic policy gets more and less supportive 

Extra ‘cost of living’ fiscal support: As inflation has soared, we have seen announcements of cost-of-living support from various European 

governments. Those have included a €26 billion package of measures in France to help households facing higher energy bills. Germany announced a €9bn 

package of measures in February, followed by a larger second package of measures in late March. As of October last year the IMF were estimating a 2.9pp 

(of GDP) tightening in the fiscal stance in 2022. Six months later and on their latest estimates, and the implied tightening is less than 0.5pp (Chart 39). In 

the medium term, war on Europe’s borders seems likely to increase pressure for additional spending in some regions on defence. A belligerent Russia 

could mark the end of the ‘peace dividend’ in Europe and see a greater proportion of fiscal spending diverted into defence rather than potentially more 

productive domestic growth-boosting priorities.  

Mechanisms for more joint spending if needed. The EU’s temporary SURE programme, set up to provide support to national short-time working 

and similar schemes during the pandemic and financed by the issuance of EU social bonds, could still be revived/ expanded. The European Commission is 

also still operating a temporary set of state aid rules to allow more support for economies during the pandemic, although that framework runs only until 

end-June 2022.  

ECB: Tightening approaches: While fiscal policy support has increased, monetary policy has moved closer to tightening. Bond yields have already 

risen and the most recent ECB bank lending survey showed that banks expect lending standards to tighten for firms. The ECB have now ended asset 

purchases under the PEPP asset purchase scheme (though will continue to flexibly reinvest maturing assets) and the APP asset purchase scheme is now set 

to wind down more quickly than previously signalled. That accelerated profile and ECB commentary is consistent with them hiking rates in H2 2022. The 

reason for increased ECB hawkishness isn’t hard to discern – inflation is well above the ECB’s target at either headline or core level. Inflation expectations 

are higher and the unemployment rate is now very low by Euro area standards (Chart 21). The ECB, however, continue to signal gradualism, partly 

reflecting still unimpressive pay growth (Chart 40). With inflation expectations higher, however, risks are to the upside of the forecast for Euro area 

interest rates on page 2, despite the likely hit to activity growth from the Ukraine crisis. 

Chart 39: Fiscal stance to tighten, though recent estimates 
(IMF) suggest not by much 

 
Source: Source: Refinitiv Datastream, IMF (updated 22/04/22), 
European Commission (11/11/21), OECD (01/12/2021)

Chart 40: Lower unemployment rates should bring higher 
wage growth than seen so far  

 

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, Eurostat, ECB, RLAM as at Q4 2021.
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Japan: High inflation less of a threat  
 

Japan continues to stand out, less in terms of recent relatively lacklustre activity growth indicators but more in terms of continued 
relatively low inflation rates and a still exceptionally dovish central bank. However, even in Japan there are some signs that things 
may shift on both fronts. High inflation still looks much less of a threat to the recovery than elsewhere though and the longer-term 
outlook for the economy remains challenging. 

Unimpressive activity growth 

Despite several rounds of fiscal stimulus, the activity growth picture remains lacklustre. The level of real GDP remains below pre-pandemic 

levels and well below levels seen in the first half of 2019. Activity growth has been bumpy, but after an initial post-lockdown bounce in 2020 the level of 

GDP has trended upwards only very gently on average. The bumps partly reflect the progress of Covid and changing social distancing guidelines. Business 

surveys suggest that GDP growth may have contracted in Q1 (Chart 41). 

Vaccination outperformance shored up confidence but only until end-2021: Japan was late to launch its vaccine programme, but progressed 

rapidly and now has a very high percentage of the population fully vaccinated. For much of 2021, that was accompanied by a pick-up in consumer 

confidence and in mobility data (recreation and retail), see Chart 42. However, Q1 saw a new surge in Covid cases and a rise in deaths; Japan was behind 

the EU, for example, in getting booster shots administered. 

Inflation rising, but not by much; will monetary policy shift? 

Real pay growth challenges look less than in other major economies (Chart 5). Inflation has risen in Japan, as it has almost everywhere, but not by 

anywhere near the extent seen in the US or euro area for example. So-called ‘core core’ inflation (ex-fresh food and energy) remains at very low levels 

though at -0.7%Y. As of March 2022 year-on-year inflation was only 1.2%Y. However, that is the highest since 2015. Goods inflation is at relatively high 

levels (Chart 19) with higher input costs being passed on to consumers. Inflation expectations have risen too (Chart 43) hinting (tentatively) at risks of a 

changing inflation dynamic even in Japan. However, with higher inflation being driven largely by external factors so far and with overall inflation still at 

relatively low levels, the BoJ is likely still quite some distance away from tightening monetary policy. Government concern around currency weakness may 

rise as July’s Upper House elections approach. 

Challenges to growth 

Near-term challenges on some dimensions look likely to be less than in other developed economies given still relatively low inflation rates, past fiscal 

stimulus and loose monetary policy. However, even in Japan, bond yields have risen, real labour cash earnings growth looks unimpressive, and a 

significant margin squeeze still looks a threat. Longer-term prospects for Japan continue to be hampered by demographic challenges and unimpressive 

productivity growth (Charts 6 and 44). 

Chart 41: Business survey’s suggest GDP growth lacklustre 
in Q1, with potential contraction 

 

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, S&P Global, Cabinet Office. GDP to 
Q4, Economy Watchers data as of March 2022. 

Chart 42: Consumer confidence falls 

 
 

Source: Google, Our World in Data, Cabinet Office (Japan), data as of 
March 2022.

Chart 43: Higher inflation expectations 

 

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, Bank of Japan as of Q1 2022. 

Chart 44: Relatively low productivity growth 

 

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, OECD as at 31/03/2022
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United Kingdom: Cost of living crunch 
 

Growth is set to slow again in the short-term as the UK goes through a period of very high inflation without pay growth keeping up. 
The fiscal stance is tightening, though less than before recent cost of living support announcements from the Chancellor; interest 
rates are already higher. Household and corporate aggregate cash levels should help the economy return to reasonable growth rates, 
but question marks remain around how far they will be utilised. The labour market remains tight and an important driver of 
inflationary pressure and monetary policy. Risks still look skewed towards more rather than less interest rate increases than in the 
forecasts on page 2.  

Recovery progress 

The UK economy has made a substantial recovery from its pandemic lows. The level of GDP is above pre-pandemic levels (Chart 45) and, though month-

on-month GDP growth has been variable, the average growth rate has been 0.4%M since May 2021 - above average. The unemployment rate has 

continued to fall (Chart 21) and business surveys, for now, continue to signal robust activity growth rates (Chart 46).  

Trouble 

With high vaccination rates and the lack of social distancing restrictions, Covid is not the threat to GDP growth that it once was. Instead, the main threat 

comes from very high inflation rates (Chart 47). Some of the survey data are signaling trouble ahead. Business optimism has deteriorated somewhat and 

consumer confidence has plunged as real pay growth has deteriorated (Chart 48) driven by stubbornly high inflation and exceptional jumps in energy bills. 

Real incomes have been crimped as wage growth has continued to grow at a slower pace than the price increases. Lingering labour availability problems 

(immigration rules, plus lower labour participation of older age groups), tighter monetary policy and ongoing Brexit transition amid still shaky UK-EU 

trade relations remain challenges for the outlook too. 

As elsewhere, consumer spending and business investment may get support from heathy aggregate cash balances (Charts 10 and 13) and business 

investment is overdue some catch up to at least pre-pandemic levels when uncertainty lessens (Chart 12). Recent additional fiscal support eases some of 

the ‘cost-of-living worries, but only partially.  

Consumer spending – set to slow 

Overall real consumer spending growth looks set to slow further. Real income growth and consumer confidence have been hit by high inflation (Chart 48). 

Real wage growth has plunged (Chart 12) as inflation continues to climb. Pay growth for new starters looks high (using the REC Report on Jobs measure) 

and pay settlements have climbed somewhat, but not enough to compensate. Consumer spending growth forecasts are lower than they were but do not 

assume a pull-back sufficient to cause recession. First, inflation is expected to fall later this year (though much will depend on commodity prices – 

particularly natural gas prices into the summer); Second, there is still scope for hours worked to pick up significantly.  

Chart 45: GDP above pre-crisis levels 

 

Source: ONS, Refinitiv Datastream (data to February 2022). 

Chart 46: Surveys signal robust growth for now 

 

Source: Refinitiv Datastream, ONS (GDP data to February 2022); CBI, 
Lloyds, to March 2022; S&P global (PMI) to April 2022 

Chart 47: Very high UK inflation rates  

 
Source: ONS, to March 2022 except pay growth (average weekly 
earnings: regular pay) which is to February 2022 

Chart 48: High inflation hits real incomes and confidence 

 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream; ONS to Q4 2021 (consumer spending), 
February 2022 (wage and employment growth); GfK data to March 
2022.
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Although the unemployment rate is already back at very low levels, hours worked are still below pre-pandemic levels (Chart 49); Third, pay growth is likely 

to settle at higher levels than before the pandemic given labour market tightness; Fourth, although the household saving rate has already fallen a lot (Chart 

11), potentially reflecting households trying to keep up levels of real spending in the face of high inflation by saving less or borrowing more, the level of the 

household deposits (Chart 10) is still relatively high, suggesting that some households have plenty of liquid savings to spend if they choose.  

Inflation: Higher for now…and less certain  

Consumer price inflation continues to climb (Chart 47) and is unlikely to peak until the April 2022 figures (released May 2022) when we will see a very 

large rise in energy prices (courtesy of the 54% increase in the Ofgem energy price cap, itself driven by the rise in wholesale natural gas prices). The 

forecasts in Chart 16 assume a peak in CPI of 8.7%Y. They still have inflation well above target at end-2022 (7.1%Y), albeit much lower than the peak as 

base effects turn negative and on an assumption of easing supply chain issues. The forecasts do not, for example, assume that energy prices continue to 

grow at their recent pace meaning that the strong contribution to CPI inflation from energy prices alone fades over time.  

There are several sources of uncertainty for the forecast. Among them, what happens to overall slack and pricing pressure if there is a consumer 

downturn? The downward pressure on real consumer spending makes it more likely than before inflation fells below target for a period in 2023-24. Other 

sources of uncertainty include what happens to wage growth, what happens to commodity prices (particularly, for the UK, natural gas prices) and how 

substantially supply chain pressures ease. The latter two sources of uncertainty are common to other economies. On UK wage growth, medium term, tight 

labour markets may linger given the change in immigration regime and the potential that participation rates do not recover (see global section). That could 

mean repeat bouts of high pay growth. With higher levels of inflation expectations medium term (Chart 21), bouts of higher pay growth are also more 

likely to feed through into higher consumer price inflation. Add in low carbon transition costs and the forecasts on page 2 do not assume that CPI inflation 

is quite at target in the medium term.  

Policy less supportive 

Fiscal policy is still set to become less supportive in the UK (Chart 50), despite the addition of further ‘cost of living’ support for households 

announced in the March Spring Statement. Current government fiscal plans still infer a fiscal tightening, including via the recent increase in National 

Insurance contributions and the planned increases in corporation tax. However, with the government under some pressure in the polls and with inflation 

still high it would not be much of a surprise to see further support for households announced as the year goes on.  

Monetary policy tightening – less gradual, but still limited? The Bank of England has continued to raise rates and are expected to hike rates again 

at their next meeting in May. At that point, expectations seem to diverge a bit more. That isn’t so surprising set against the strong inflation backdrop but 

relatively dovish Bank of England messaging. The forecasts on page 2 assume that they raise rates twice more this year, but then slow the pace in 2023.  

Bank of England (BoE) commentary has been relatively consistent since late last year that the market has got too much priced in for interest rate increases 

(expressed by inflation being below target on their forecasts three years out once market interest rates are built into the forecast). With inflation 

expectations rising, it is hard to see them halting rate hikes just yet. However, with real pay growth negative and weak consumer confidence it’s hard not to 

have sympathy with the Bank’s worries about the outlook either. They remain concerned about the likely hit to real incomes and their February forecasts 

for the unemployment rate and GDP growth over the next couple of years were relatively pessimistic.  

The contrast in tone with the US Federal Reserve is stark but reflects several things – not least that the BoE started raising rates earlier, that pay growth 

isn’t at such worrying levels in the UK and that UK households are more exposed to higher natural gas prices in particular (see: Economic update: Two 

rate hikes, but two different messages).  

Rate rises are likely to be relatively limited though, in my view, partly reflecting 1) my estimate of the 5-10 year ahead equilibrium interest rate at 

only around 2%; 2) that the BoE is already engaged in (passive) quantitative tightening; and 3) that the outlook for economic activity has deteriorated. It is 

possible that with more households now on fixed rate mortgages that the effectiveness of rate rises may be more lagged, but as of March 2022, for 

example, the average quoted two-year fixed mortgage rate was 2.1% for a 75% LTV mortgage compared to 1.4% this time two years ago, therefore already 

starting to indicate an increase in mortgage payments as households renew mortgages. 

Brexit: Still a source of risk? 

Talks have been ongoing for months, but issues around the Northern Irish protocol are still not settled. Now the Northern Irish protocol is stepping up to 

be a key Northern Ireland election issue in May local/regional elections. The forecasts do not assume that EU-UK trade relations break down, moving 

down the path towards reintroducing tariff barriers to trade in light of continued disagreements. That scenario remains a significant downside risk to the 

forecasts, however.  

Chart 49: Still room for catch up in hours worked 

 
Source: Refinitiv Datastream, ONS to February 2022. 

Chart 50: Tighter fiscal stance 

 
Source: OBR, March 2022 
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For Professional Clients only, not suitable for Retail Clients. This is a financial promotion and is not investment advice. The views 

expressed are the author’s own and do not constitute investment advice. Unless otherwise noted, the information in this document 

has been derived from sources believed to be accurate as of January 2021. Information derived from sources other than Royal 

London Asset Management is believed to be reliable; however, we do not independently verify or guarantee its accuracy or validity. 

Derivative Risk: Derivatives are highly sensitive to changes in the value of the underlying asset which can increase both Fund losses and gains. The 

impact to the Fund can be greater where they are used in an extensive or complex manner, where the Fund could lose significantly more than the amount 

invested in derivatives. 

Credit Risk: Should the issuer of a fixed income security become unable to make income or capital payments, or their rating is downgraded, the value of 

that investment will fall. Fixed income securities that have a lower credit rating can pay a higher level of income and have an increased risk of default. 

EPM Techniques: The Fund may engage in EPM techniques including holdings of derivative instruments. Whilst intended to reduce risk, the use of 

these instruments may expose the Fund to increased price volatility. 

Exchange Rate Risk: Changes in currency exchange rates may affect the value of your investment. 

Interest Rate Risk: Fixed interest securities are particularly affected by trends in interest rates and inflation. If interest rates go up, the value of capital 

may fall, and vice versa. Inflation will also decrease the real value of capital. 

Liquidity Risk: In difficult market conditions the value of certain fund investments may be difficult to value and harder to sell, or sell at a fair price, 

resulting in unpredictable falls in the value of your holding. 

Emerging Markets Risk: Investing in Emerging Markets may provide the potential for greater rewards but carries greater risk due to the possibility of 

high volatility, low liquidity, currency fluctuations, the adverse effect of social, political and economic instability, weak supervisory structures and 

accounting standards. 

Counterparty Risk: The insolvency of any institutions providing services such as safekeeping of assets or acting as counterparty to derivatives or other 

instruments, may expose the Fund to financial loss. 

Fund investing in Funds Risk: The Fund is valued using the latest available price for each underlying investment, however it may not fully reflect 

changing stockmarket conditions and the Fund may apply a ‘fair value price’ to all or part of its portfolio to mitigate this risk. In extreme liquidity 

conditions, redemptions in the underlying investments, and/or the Fund itself, may be deferred or suspended. 

Liquidity and Dealing Risk: The Fund invests indirectly in assets that may at times be difficult to value, harder to sell, or sell at a fair price. This means 

that there may be occasions when you experience a delay in being able to deal in the Fund, or receive less than may otherwise be expected when selling 

your investment. 

Investment risk: The value of investments and any income from them may go down as well as up and is not guaranteed. Investors may not get back the 

amount invested. 

The RL Multi Asset Funds are a sub-funds of Royal London Multi-Asset Funds ICVC, an open-ended investment company with variable capital with 

segregated liability between sub-funds, incorporated in England and Wales under registered number IC001058. The Company is a non-UCITS retail 

scheme. The Authorised Corporate Director (ACD) is Royal London Unit Trust Managers Limited, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct 

Authority, with firm reference number 144037. For more information on the fund or the risks of investing, please refer to the Prospectus or Non-UCITS 

retail scheme Key Investor Information Document (NURS KII Document), available via the relevant Fund Information page on http://www.rlam.co.uk/. 
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